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Naval battle as portrayed in the 5th century Virgilis Romanus MS. It portrays a classical 
sea battle but the ill dates to the time of Post Roman British sea-power. 

The Brittonic Period–the fifth and early sixth centuries of Britain–was a pivotal period 

in British history and as such it remains the subject of much contentious debate; despite 

decades of discussion, for example, there is still no academic agreement as to the 

chronology or precise sequence of events for the Brittonic era.[1]  However, in recent 

decades a certain degree of consensus has slowly emerged among scholars that the 

cessation of direct Roman political control over the British Isles did not automatically 

spell the collapse of civilized life in the former diocese of Britannia and that some 

manner of organized Romano-British polity continued on after the cessation of Imperial 

control.[2]  While virtually all texts bearing on the period remain problematical and 

intensely debated, the archaeology of the era has begun to tilt more in the favor of 

continuity than any radical discontinuity in fifth century Britain.[3] 

Similarly, many scholars have begun to question the whole ideology of the Anglo-Saxon 

Invasions•, instead arguing for a more complex process of military recruitment, trade 

and immigration, which only in later stages devolved into outright conflict.[4] A few 
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academics have even tried to make the case that southeastern Britain had already been 

German-speaking well before the arrival of the Romans, although this hypothesis 

remains an outlier.[5] Whatever model one may choose to reconstruct the events of fifth 

and early sixth century Britain, however, one important aspect of the era remains 

virtually ignored: Brittonic sea power and its relationship to the military and political 

events of the era.  Despite the voluminous literature relating to the Brittonic Period–the 

storied Age of Arthur–almost no one has discussed naval aspects of Post-Roman 

Britain.[6]  If discussed at all, it has generally been within the context of an assumed 

Saxon naval dominance of Britain and its seas during the whole of the fifth and sixth 

centuries. 

 

Both Celtic and Saxon style vessels may have been employed by British fleets in the 
Age of Arthur. Artist’s reconstruction of the Guernsey Ship 

While no one questions the military importance of Saxon, Irish and Pictish sea power 

during this period, when it comes to the native British and their seafaring capabilities, a 

curious myopia affects English historiography.  It could be argued that, like the question 

of Arthur’s historical existence, there is no direct evidence for British seafaring for this 

period, much less of a Brittonic navy or fleet. To a certain extent this is a specious 

argument, for actual written documents relating to Britain contemporaneous to the fifth 

century are nearly non-existent. The written evidence that does survive consist of 

inscribed stones, mostly grave markers; a copy of the Aeneid believed to have originated 

from a British scriptorium of the period; and finally, later copies of material ascribed to 

St. Patrick’s authorship.[7]  Almost all other information exist either as transcriptions of 

the oral tradition or much copied (and thus corrupted) texts dating to the periods 

following; these later texts are subject to their own set of problems of accuracy or 

credibility. Yet the situation for Scotti, Picti and Saxons sources is the same or worse for 

this period: all these cultures were pre- or proto-literate and one must rely on 
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transcribed oral traditions or later texts for evidence relating to their history as well.  Yet 

in all these cases, no one questions their seafaring prowess or the naval influence they 

wielded during this era. 

 

:Lead ingots with Celtic inscriptions recovered from the Plumanoch wreck, ca 5th cent 
AD 

However, we do have some evidence for the existence of Brittonic naval capabilities, 

albeit much of it indirect. During the late fourth and early fifth centuries, Britain 

acquired the unfavorable reputation for being “fertile in tyrants.”• In each case, these 

Late Roman usurpers of necessity had to make use of sea power to transport their 

armies unopposed onto the European continent. Control of the sea was thus a sine qua 

non for any British usurper attempting to seize the Imperial throne. The last such 

“tyrant”• was Constantine III, who began his bid for power beginning in 405. 

Constantine nearly succeeded in his attempt, but he finally came to an ill end in 514.[8] 

While details of the makeup of the usurper fleets is unknown, we do know that the rank 

and file of the sailors would have consisted of indigenous seafarers, even if the officers 

commanding them might have been ethnic Romans. From later British tradition we 

know that these Roman usurpers were often viewed as British by the native population 

of Britannia.[9]  After Constantine III’s fall, continental sources fall silent about Britain; 

there is no evidence that the diocese of Britannia was ever re-occupied, while a great 

deal of circumstantial evidence indicates that, after Constantine, the Western Empire 

had but nominal control of most of Gaul and Hispania and, therefore, for the rest of the 

century a military conquest and reoccupation of Britannia was simply beyond the 

capabilities of the Empire.[10]  Whatever transpired in Britannia after Constantine 

would have happened under a native polity independent from Ravenna. 
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Brittonic sailors wore “Venetian Blue” uniforms and their ships were clad in the same 
color, which blended with sea and sky as an early form of naval camouflage. 

We do, in fact, have some direct evidence for the existence of British naval capabilities 

for the post Roman period.  The late Roman writer Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus 

included a section on naval affairs in his treatise on the Roman military.  The naval 

section of his treatise De Re Militari has rarely been translated, which may account for 

so few scholars being aware of his mention of British naval forces.  The passage is 

tantalizingly short, but it seems to reflect contemporary Brittonic affairs and not looking 

back to a previous era, as so much of Vegetius’ treatise does. While scholars may debate 

the precise date of the tome, the best estimates places it in the reign of Valentinian III; a 

date between 435 and 450 would not be unreasonable.[11] 

Despite the paucity of contemporary evidence, there are a few Classical sources which 

bear indirectly on the subject and to late Roman naval affairs in general.  There also 

exists a large body of traditional accounts which relate to Brittonic Period seafaring and 

naval activities as well.  As with all traditional and folkloric material, these sources must 

be treated with caution; nevertheless, given the conservative nature of such traditions, 

much legitimate information may be gleaned from them.  Lastly, there is a growing body 

of archaeological and anthropological evidence which bear on the subject and which 

needs to be properly analyzed and interpreted freed from an anti-Brittonic bias. 
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Although Saxon naval abilities and capabilities are important for the history of the 

Brittonic Period, they constitute only a part of the overall subject; rather than view north 

German sea-power as a discreet topic isolated from the discussion of Brittonic maritime 

affairs, a better approach would be to see them as but an element in the larger context of 

general Brittonic (or British) maritime affairs. Even after the Saxon revolt, the best 

archaeological evidence indicates that the native British polity remained intact and still 

the dominant ethnic and military factor in the region; consequentially, its naval 

capabilities would have also remained largely intact and substantial.  In putting the 

admittedly fragmentary evidence together for this era, rather than viewing the 

indigenous folk of Britain as inherently weak and incapable of self-defense in the 

Brittonic Period, they should be viewed as active players in the history of their island 

and, despite the many challenges they faced, as being generally successful in their 

response to these challenges until at least the mid-sixth century. 

  

 

Reconstruction of the Blackfriars 1 vessel, built in the Celtic shipbuilding tradition. 

  

More broadly, one should always keep in mind that the native folk of Britain and its 

adjacent isles throughout history were renowned as seafarers: as a corollary, unless 

there is positive evidence to the contrary, one should also posit them as skilled at naval 



warfare, eminently capable of both offense and defense at sea and that they were no less 

so during this initial era of British independence as they were in later periods. 

One major aspect of Brittonic sea-power that has been overlooked or ignored is the fact 

of British expansion overseas during this period. It is well known that the Celtic British 

established colonies in northern Hispania and northwestern Gaul during this era and, 

moreover, participated in at least one direct military intervention into Roman Gaul 

during the fifth century.[12]  Such colonial expansion and military intervention required 

maritime capabilities and naval power of some considerable strength to carry out.  Even 

if details of these fifth and sixth century continental activities remain poorly 

documented, the mere fact of their existence constitutes proof of Brittonic naval sea-

power for the period in question.  While much new research is needed and a 

reassessment of old archaeological and written evidence is called for, even given the 

current state of knowledge the role of sea-power in the history of Post-Roman Britain, 

and of Brittonic naval expertise in this history, should be regarded as a basic fact and 

not theory. 
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Ancient harbor scene showing different types of late Roman vessels. 

  

The task for the future, therefore, is to create a synthesis of the diverse material relating 

to the fact of British sea-power in the fifth and sixth centuries and present it in 

published form to an interested readership.  Such a coherent narrative may well be 

disputed in its details or in its conclusions criticized, but ultimately it is preferable to 

make the attempt rather than continuing to allow so important an aspect of the Brittonic 

era to remain unexamined and ignored.[13] 
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their culture flourished.  This phrase is used in preference to the pejorative “sub” Roman 
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